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Abstract

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are used in numerous ranges of applications to sense the desired data form environment and transmit it to the central coordinator in energy efficient manner in order to increase the network’s lifetime. In addition to energy there are few other factors, such as quality of service (QoS) which are also equally essential to get better performance of the WSNs. Industrial control with automation using wireless sensor networks requires extremely reliable and well-timed data delivery. Various medium access control (MAC) protocols and network layer protocols are designed in order to fulfill application based QoS requirements in WSNs terms of transmission delay and reliability. The mission critical WSN applications are sensitive to transmission delays. To defeat this, a very much characterized QoS is important to upgrade WSN flexibility. We proposed E-MAC (Efficient MAC) protocol for time critical data delivery in WSNs.
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Introduction

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a very important means for closely monitoring and controlling application processes to the end users. The most important reason for establishing the wireless sensor network is to take real-time judgment based on data generated by the sensor nodes (figure 1). This real time transmission of sensor nodes data to the central coordinator is challenging because of the resource constraints and communication capability limitation of sensor nodes. Conventionally, the biggest challenge of sensor network is the restricted lifetime but for real time applications such as military operation, industrial monitoring and control systems, environmental monitoring and health care applications, needs a time bounded and reliable delivery of a data from source node to destination [1-5]. For such applications besides energy, message delivery timeliness is also one of the significant issues. So, based on the type of application it is essential to grant different levels of QoS in WSNs. QoS challenges in WSNs contrast from those in conventional remote systems. The key difficulties identified with WSN are node organization, resource limitations, topology varieties, data redundancy, handling multiple traffic types, real-time traffic and scalability as shown in figure 2, while additional QoS challenges in real time WSN applications are bounded delay, assured throughput, duty cycles and reliable message delivery. In real time applications QoS can be achieved by rising the network throughput and reliability and by reducing the end-to-end delay during data transmission.

Problem Statement:

WSNs are widely used for variety of real time applications ranging from military surveillance to industrial control and monitoring. To fulfil the needs of industrial control and automation application, QoS requirements must be enhanced to perform better in harsh operating environments. Wireless sensor networks used for industrial process monitoring and control need extremely trustworthy and well-timed data delivery. Various dedicated schedule based medium access control (MAC) protocols are developed [6-7].

In industrial scenario it is essential to determine a schedule that can bear the given application requirements in terms of data delivery latency and reliability. In order to enhance the performance of industrial wireless networks, various protocols are
developed by researchers. But, in case of time critical applications with harsh deadlines, each data packet including data packet with emergency data has to send without any waiting time to access channel. Also, critical applications are required to deliver critical data in continuous time slots till the complete data is sent to destination. So, to achieve this it is essential to modify QoS based MAC protocols concerning for better energy efficiency, reducing transmission delays, and increasing reliability in order to get higher system throughput. 

**Related Works**

While expanding RT applications in WSN, resource constraints must be considered in addition to reliability constraints to support desired performance at all time. In recent years, many QoS aware MAC and routing protocols were proposed for WSNs [7-19]. Many of these protocol works for improving energy efficiency, considering energy of sensor nodes as a significant resource. Besides, some additional challenges also caused by time critical applications where both energy proficient and QoS supported routing is required in order to utilize the sensors efficiently and accessing the collected data successfully within time bounds. Figure 3 shows classification of various protocols in view of probabilistic or deterministic approaches.

**Fig. 3: Classification of QoS based MAC Protocols**

In WSNs, main role of the MAC layer is to determine delay required for getting access to the channel, channel utilization and energy requirements. Data transport, reliability and delay are fundamental performance objectives in mission-critical application scenarios [6]. Delay-aware MAC protocols like S-MAC, T-MAC and B-MAC [7-9] etc. only reduce delay to offer best-effort services but RT assurance is not granted. DMAC [10] and DB-MAC [11] protocols are proposed for application-specific data gathering tree but are bounded to use in general topology and even if latency is reduced but precise RT guarantee are not offered by these protocols. In 2006, TDMA-based MAC protocol PEDAMACS [12] is proposed by Ergen, Varaiya to accomplish energy and delay effectiveness. It provides hard RT guarantee but, due to limitation of requirement of powerful AP it cannot be used in variety of applications. IEEE 802.15.4[13] protocol is developed with GTS mechanism for managing time significant data to provide explicit QoS guarantees and is still developing to support hard RT guarantee. Single-hop hybrid cluster architecture is proposed in 2013 which includes two kinds of nodes transmit only nodes as well as standard nodes [17, 18]. Here author also proposed a framework for MAC layer protocol called RARE with the purpose of managing the one hop hybrid cluster efficiently and reliably in a self-structured fashion in densely deployed area. This work brings reliable scheduling scheme using transmit-only nodes as well as standard nodes. In [20], BCMNA protocol also improves network lifetime and reduces network delay by using energy as well as delay efficient data aggregation process both in intra as well as inter-cluster communication. A TDMA-based protocol (DGRAM) that gives significant delay guarantee with desired energy efficiency is proposed in [21]. This protocol is completely self-configuring protocol in which assignment of slots is done with no control messages exchanging. As, it does not provide significant delay guarantee, it is not useful in a wide range of applications.

Presently, only some protocols deal with the dual purpose of attaining delay and reliability bounds metrics, but only some of the proposed protocols can preserve time critical applications. Hence, it is essential to develop event based reliable data transmission methods to support time-critical applications within sensor network domain which gives optimal performance considering QoS guarantee in terms of delay bound and reliability.

**Requirements of Industrial WSNs**

In QoS provisioning, MAC layer should provide delay guarantee for getting access to channel whereas network layer should provide the transmission time barrier. Deterministic MAC layer designs are essential to attain low latency in addition to reliable delivery of critical messages to the destination. According to ISA SP 100 working group industrial process control are classified in to following six different classes based on their latency requirement. Table 1 shows applications requirement of each class category with examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Transmission Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 0</td>
<td>Emergency action</td>
<td>Microseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>Closed-loop regulatory control</td>
<td>Milliseconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>Closed-loop supervisory control</td>
<td>seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 3</td>
<td>Open-loop control</td>
<td>Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 4</td>
<td>Monitoring with short-term operational consequences</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 5</td>
<td>Monitoring without immediate operational consequences</td>
<td>Days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Class Wise Applications Requirement**
The bio fertilizer (10g/1Kg) markedly enhanced the plant shoot length, root length, no of tillers and weight of roots and plant weight in local lake soil when compared with control in paper towel assay.

**Proposed System**

The network model used in the research is elaborated as below. In general there are two kinds of networks on the basis of capabilities of nodes; homogenous and heterogeneous. At initial stage of deployment all nodes are considered to be having same energy levels, but, whenever network starts working, energy level of nodes decreases arbitrarily. So, after specific time period all the deployed nodes possess different initial energy levels at different stages. Taking this into consideration, heterogeneous networks are considered in our research work. We separate the network into two kinds of nodes leader nodes (LN) and normal nodes (NN). Here leader nodes are the nodes having high energy level and high trans-receiver power whereas normal nodes are the nodes with low energy level and restricted trans-receiver power.

All normal nodes have similar properties during network creation phase. We consider N numbers of nodes randomly scattered across the region to be monitored. The overall region is again separated into small sub regions which are either square, rectangular or both according to network design requirement. These sub regions formed after sub division are called as clusters. Each cluster consists of n no. of normal nodes and one leader node.

**Proposed MAC Algorithm**

In the proposed MAC protocol, each TDMA frame is assigned some guaranteed time slots (GTS) for critical data transmission. Also each node is initially assigned with a specific threshold value. With this each node will able to identify channel access priorities which is use to deterministically determine the channel access order for high priority data. This procedure will ensure that in each intercession cycle the high critical data can be the only one to obtain the highest priority, and immediately gain access to the wireless medium.

The essential system in proposed design includes a series of steps after deploying the and they are as per the following,

Step 1 - Data sensing by normal sensor nodes. Each leader node communicates the ping message from its area to identify the nearby nodes located at one hop distance from its location. The ping message informs the leader nodes about its entire one hop neighboring nodes and all normal nodes about their respective leader node. This is practical by communicating ping message every often. The ping message exchanges nodes location to each other and furthermore to illuminate about rest and wake cycles.

Step 2 - Data Classification

The normal nodes will sense desired parameter it is designed for and perform data classification based on the received data and pre-assigned threshold value. Data is classified into three categories as shown in table 2 and then high priority data will be given first priority and sent to respective leader node using assigned arbitrary frequency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Data Category</th>
<th>Priority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Critical (Data value&gt;=Threshold)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Semi-Critical (Data value near to Threshold)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Normal (Data value&lt;&lt;Threshold)</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Data Classification based on Priority
The decision of a threshold value is based on application scenario. If the readings from the sensor node is with critical data (i.e. data value greater than threshold) are set at high priority. Similarly sensor node with Moderate data (i.e. data value nearly equal to threshold) is set at Medium priority. Whereas, nodes with normal data (i.e. data value very less than threshold) are set at low priority.

Highest priority data will get the immediate channel access using GTS slots. If no GTS slot is available, packets are queued in queue 1 and wait for transmission. To handle moderate data priority queue 2 is maintained. All nodes with semi-critical data maintains Priority queue 2 and if high priority data is not present in queue 1 i.e. if queue 1 is empty then priority queue 2 is served. No action is taken for low priority data and only data log is maintained for such data packets at each node level.

Step 3- Based on priority, the node having top priority i.e. priority 1 will get the channel access in a near t a n t l y f o r data transmission, whereas, low and medium priority nodes will get the channel access after all higher priority nodes will processed. Here the node in high priority loop must be given first priority. Also, whenever user gets channel access it is allocated to user till the complete data transmission is finished. The nodes which are at one hop distance from the sink node can directly send critical data to sink nodes without using cluster head as intermediary.

Step 4- If more nodes are present in the same medium priority queue, then slots are assigned to the nodes one after the other. If there is no node with first priority then only priority queue 2 will be served using regular TDMA scheme.

Step 5- After successful data transmission acknowledge is sent to the sender. However for unsuccessful transmissions No-acknowledge (N-ack) are sent to sender. On receiving N-ack sender has to re-transmit the packet using same procedure.

According to this scheme, first preference is given to the high priority data, second preference to the moderate priority data and only data log is maintained for third preference (i.e. low priority data does not need to send to the base station).

In proposed scheme, high priority data will judge as an intrusion or imposition of critical condition. Sensor node with critical data will be given immediate channel access using assigned arbitrary so that, base station after receiving the messages will take appropriate actions. Thus, with this mechanism we can ensure that the user with highest priority will immediately gain channel access and we can guarantee a deterministic behavior.

\section*{Algorithm:}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Step 1:} Sensor nodes gather data
  \item \textbf{Step 2:} If NNi=one hop from sink node AND buffer N=Max and Max neighbour node Then send the data to sink. Else send the data to LNi. Goto step 3
  \item \textbf{Step 3:} The queue processes data for transmission based on the priority level
  \item \textbf{Step 4:} Transmit data to base station; Wait for Acknowledgement If (Ack==1) Then Success Then process the next highest priority Else process Pr(i<j) Else go to step 5
  \item \textbf{Step 5:} Wait for Non-Acknowledgement (N-Ack) If (N-Ack==1) Then go to step 4 Else go to step 5
\end{itemize}

\section*{Conclusions}

Based on Literature review & study in, industrial control and automation applications in wireless sensor networks require extremely reliable and well-timed data delivery. We designed a MAC protocol for handling time critical data transmission. The network topology planned uses two hop communications from sensor nodes to base station. The proposed MAC layer protocol is designed for guaranteed channel access for critical data delivery. Proposed MAC protocol is to be tested over existing protocols for performance analysis based on various parameters such as end to end delay and reliability of data transmission. In further work we will implement the proposed protocol to prove its efficiency.
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